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1/17/76
Draft State of the Union Address

Mr. Speaker, Mr. Vice President, Members of the 94th

Congress and distinguished guests;

As we begin our Bicentennial, America is still a

young Nation.

Long before our forefathers came to these shores, men

and women had been struggling on this planet to forge a better

life for themselves and their families.

In the long and demanding struggle of man -- in the nearly

2000 years of the Christian calendar, in the nearly 6000 years of

Jewish reckoning --there have been many deep, terrifying valleys,

but also many bright and towering peaks.

One peak stands high in the ranges of history.

One example

shines forth of a people seeking to produce abundance and to

share the good life fairly and justly.

One union holds out the
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promise of freedom and opportunity for every citizen.

That union 1s the United States of America.

We have not remade paradise on earth.

will not be found here.

We know perfection

But in L976, as we begin a new journey

a journey into our third century as a Nation -- Let us be proud of

how far we have come.

And Let us resolve that tOO years from now,

our great grandchildren can Look back and say that they, too, are

proud of A me rica and proud to be Americans.

ALl of us are trustees of the future.

If we are to be

faithful to the trust, I think it is clear tonight that we cannot be

complacent.

Great work Lies ahead of us, and we must get on

with the job.

One year ago, I came.pefore this Congress and was

compelled to report that the State of the Union was "not good".

Tonight I can report that the State of the Union 1s better --
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in many ways, much better --but stitl not good enough.

As you recall, the year l975 opened with rancor and

bitterness stiLl burning deeply in the nation's sourt.

Political

misdeeds of the past had neither been forgotten nor forgiven.

The longest, most divisive war in our history was winding

toward an unhappy conclusion.

Many feared that the end of that

foreign war could mEan the beginning of a domestic war of

recrimination and reprisaL.

Friends and adversaries abroad were asking whether

A me rica had to st its nerve,

FinalLy, our economy was ravaged by inflation -- inflation

that was plunging us into the worst recession in 40 years.

Ours was a troubled land.

And so l975 was a year of hard decisions and difficult
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compromises.

It brought back a needed measure of common sense,

steadfastness and self-discipline.

instant but useless cures.

Americans did not panic or demand

In atl sectors -- in Labor, in business,

and in government -- people met their difficult problems with

restraint and responsibility worthy of their great heritage.

The

American people deserve great credit for the way they bore up

under adversity.

Our progress 1n 1975 was encouraging:

-- The rate of inflation was cut nearly m half;

-- The deterioration in the economy was reversed, and

tw.o-thirds of the jobs lost in the recession have now been restored.

--America has reassured both friend and foe that we

remain the strongest force for peace anywhere on earth.

-- And we have begun to restore public confidence and

trust in our highest public offices.
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Yet Let us be honest:

many Americans have not yet felt

these changes in their daily Lives.

They stilt see prices going up

too fast, and they stilt know the fear of unemployment.

being tested both here and abroad.

Our will 1s

And millions of men and women stilt

feel frustrated -- frustrated that they cannot seem to get ahead,

frustrated that they do not seem to be masters of their own destiny.

Before prescribing what medicine we must take to cure

our troubles, I think it is essential that we all have a clear understanding

of what's gone wrong.

--Why is it that the richest and most powerful nation on

earth now finds itseLf stilt caught in a vicious squeese of high

inflation and high unemployment?

-- How can a nation conceived in a struggle for Liberty

now find that the liberty of its citizens now seems

threatened~
'~-'
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How?

Why?

I'm not sure any of us truly knows, but

we'~
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- 6 must search for the answers.

I believe that sometime -- perhaps 15 years ago, perhaps

longer -- we began to lose our way as a people.

intentions.

We had the best of

But we forgot the sound principles that had guided us

through most of our history.

We wanted to accomplish great things

and solve age-old problems.

And we became overconfident of our

own abilities to change the human condition -- to act as a policeman

abroad and as a paternalistic father here at home.

We fell into the trap
I

of believing that in a new age of abundance and advanced technology, we

could transform the country through massive government programs:

-- But often the programs did not work; too often,

they only made things worse,

--In our rush to accomplish great deeds quickly, we

trampled on sound principles of restraint, we weakened existing

institutions and voluntary organizations, and we endangered the

rights of individuals and stifled their initiative.
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-- We unbalanced our economic system by the huge and

unprecendented growth of

F~deral

expenditure and Federal borrowing.

And we aggravated that evil by not being totally truthful with

ourselves about how much these programs would cost and how we

would pay for them.

-- Finally, we lost sight of the essential task of

providing for the national defense.

Our armed forces

dwindled to the smallest size since the outbreak of the Korean

War, while the Soviets continued a massive buildup of arms.

I believe the time has now come for a fundamentally

different approach -- for a new realism that is true to the great

principles upon which this nation was founded.

I believe we must introduce a new balance to our economy --

a balance that favors not only sound, active government but also a much

more vigorous, healthier private section that can create new jobs and

hold down prices.

I believe we must introduce a new balance in the

relationship between the individual and the Government -- a balance

that favors greater individual freedom and self reliance.

I believe we must strike a new balance in our system of

Federalism -- a balance that favors greater responsibilty and

freedom for the leaders of our State and local governments.

I believe we must introduce a new balance between spending

on domestic programs and spending on defense -- a balance tl:at

ensures·we fully meet our obligations to the needy while also

protecting our security in a world that is still hostile to freedom.

And in all that we do, I believe that we must be more

honest with the American people:

promising them no more than

we can deliver, and delivering all that we promise.

These are the principles of my Administration.

They

- 9 have guided me in office over the past 17 months, and they will

guide me in the future.

In 1975, we saw that this fundamentally different_ approach

will work -- that it is a path to solid, sustainable progress.

1976 and in the years to come, we must push ahead.

Now in

There is

much to be done.

The single most important task before the Nation is to

restore the vitality of our economy.

We must cure the causes of

inflation so that prices will be steady.

And we must create an

env·ironment in which more new jobs will be created -- enough

jobs so that every American who wants to work can go to work,

These are my goals, and I am determined to meet them.

The key battlefront in the war on inflation is the same in

1976 as in 1975: the Federal budget,

The only way to hold down

the cost of living is to hold down the cost of government.

No
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government can spend more than it makes, year-in, year-out, without

reaching a point of financial collapse.

The tragic experience of New York

City this past year must not become a preview of our future as a

Nation.

Therefore, I am proposing a federal budget for the

next fiscal year that cuts the projected growth in government

spending by over 50o/o.

Unless this is done, the programs already

on the books would cost at least $423 billion in this 12 month

period.

I will insist that we hold federal spending in this time

frame to $394.2 billion-- a savings of almost $30 billion

for the American taxpayers.

By holding down the growth in federal spending, we

can afford additional tax cuts and return to the people who

pay taxes more decision making power over their own lives.

Last month I signed legislation to extend the 1975
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tax reductions for the first six months of this year.

I now

propose that effective July 1, 1976, we give our taxpayers a

permanent annual tax cut of $28 billion -- approximately $10 billion

more than what Congress agreed to in December.

My broader tax reduction would mean that for a family

of four making $14,000 a year ther wilt be $225 more in takehome

pay -- extra cash that can be vitally important to hard-working

Americans caught in the middle.

The spending cuts and tax cuts I am proposing will

put us on the road to balancing the Federal budget within three

years.

And if we s!ay on that road, it should be possible to enact

another majo.r tax cut within three years.

A 11 Americans m.ust contribute to controlling inflation.

The Governm.ent must do its part:

-- by holding down spending;

·.
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--by holding down the size of Federal deficits;

--by encouraging greater competition in industry;

-- and by lowering the barriers to international trade,

I am committed to doing all of those things.

I ask tonight that

labor and management continue to join with me in this effort.

There are

many critical labor contracts to be renegotiated in 1976; in recent

years, admirable restraint has been shown in such negotiations.

I

urge the same sense of responsibility of and recognition of the

Nation 1 s interest during the coming year.

If we are to fulfill our promise as a Nation, it is equally

vital that there be enough jobs,

My tax and spending plan -- a

plan that leaves far more money in private hands where it can do the

most good-- is the ·centerpiece of my effort to create new jobs.
But we can and must do more.

We must offer the American people

greater incentives to invest in the future --to expand our supply of
housing, to build new plants and equipment, to modernize
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to expand our energy resources, and of greatest i1nportance, to

accommodate a growing labor force.

Where the Government can help,

it must help.

--I therefore propose that Congress enact changes in federal

tax laws that will speed up plant expansion and the purchase of new

equipment.

My recommendation will concentrate this job-creation

tax incentive in urban areas where the unemployment rate now runs

over 7%.

Legislation to get this started must be approved at the

earliest possible date.

-- I propose estate tax changes so that family businesses

and small fanns can be kept in the family without having to be

sold to pay taxes when someone dies.

The family farm and family-owned

small business significantly strengthen our economy and give

stability to our society.

-- When people buy homes of their own, they also invest in

! ..
I o·.;
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America's future.

Within the strict budget total I will recommend for
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the coming year, I will ask for an additional $______ billion in

Federal help for new housing for lower and middle income

families.

We didn't meet our housing goals in 1975.

But with

lower interest rates, and available mortgage money, we should

have a minimum of 1-1/2 million new housing starts in 1976.

When American workers are also American investors,

they profit both ways.

Production rises and prices go down.

I propose tax changes to encourage lower and middle income

people to invest in America's future through a plan that permits

them to deduct up to $1, 000 a year if they invest it in common stock

in American companies.

Fundamental to a growing economy and control of inflation

is control over the most basic of all resources -- energy.

Twelve months ago the foreign oil embargo was fresh in

our m.ind and the energy outlook was bleak.

Domestic production
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of oil and gas was declining.

Our dependence on foreign oil

at high fixed prices was increasing, draining dollars and jobs

away from our own economy at the rate of $100 per year for every

American.

Last month I signed a compromise national energy bill

which enacts a part of my Comprehensive Energy Independence

Program.

This legislation, late in coming, was not the best or the

most complete answer to reduce our vulnerability on foreign

oil.

But it is an important start in the right direction.

It

provides a foundation upon which we must now build.

I strongly urge the Congress to move ahead immediately

on the remainder of my energy proposals to make American

invulnerable to the foreign oil cartel.

We must proceed promptly to:

-- Reduce domestic natural gas shortages;

--Permit use of federally owned petroleum reserve oit;
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--Stimulate effective conservation;

-- Develop synthetic fuels from our vast coal resources;

Expedite clean and safe nuclear power production;

-- And create a new national Energy Independence Authority

to push experimental sources of energy from t e sun and earth

for this and future generations.

Yet let us recognize this fundamental truth:

just as

important as what we do in Washington is what we refuse to do •

As the elections draw near, there will be increasing

pressures for the Government to open the flood gates on spending

and then, in order to prevent a burst of inflation, impose new

controls on wages and prices.

schemes.

We must reject these starry-eyed

For too many ears, politicians have been trying to deceive

the American people into believing that we could spend our way

to prosperity.

There is no use trying to fool ourselves any longer.
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The damage inflicted upon our economic system over the past

10-15 years is sufficiently serious that it will take several

years to repair.

There is no quick-fix for us now, and anyone

who pretends otherwise is trying to mislead the American

people.

What we must do is face the future with a new sense

of realism.

If we do, and if we hold to a balanced, steady

course, we will slowly but surely rebuidl our economy.

That

must be our foremost goal tonight.

We must also reform our 6overnment in ways that will

strengthen State and local government and expand the freedoms

of individual Americans:
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Draft State of the Union Address

Mr. Speaker, Mr. Vice President, Members of the 94th

Congress and distinguished guests;

As we begin our Bicentennial, America is still a

young Nation.

Long before our forefathers came to these shores, men

and women had been struggling on this planet to forge a better

life for themselves and their families.

In the long and demanding struggle of man -- in the nearly

2000 years of the Christian calendar, in the nearly 6000 years of

Jewish reckoning

there have been many deep, terrifying valleys,

but abo many bright and towering peaks.

One peak stands high in the ranges of history.

One example

shines forth of a people seeking to produce abundance and to

share the good life fairly and justly.

One w1ion holds out the
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promise of freedom and opportunity for every citizen.

That union is the United States of A me rica.

We have not remade paradise on earth.

will not be found here.

We know perfection

But in l 976, as we begin a new journey --

a journey into our third century as a Nation -- let us be proud of

how far we have come.

And Let us resolve that lOO years from now,

our great grandchildren can look back and say that they, too, are

proud of A me rica and proud to be Americans.

AU of us are trustees of the future.

If we are to be

faithful to the trust, I think it is clear tonight that we cannot be

complacent.

Great work Lies ahead of us, and we must get on

with the job.

One year ago, I came.before this Congress and was

compelled to report that the State of the Union was "not good".

Tonight I can report that the State of the Union is better --
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in many ways, much better -- but stiLL not good enough •

.As you recaLL, the year 1975 opened with rancor and

bitterness stiLL burning deeply b the nation's sourL.

PoLiticaL

misdeeds of the past had neither been forgotten nor forgiven.

The Longest, most divisive war in our history was winding

toward an unhappy conclusion.

foreign war could

m.ESl1

Many feared tba t the end of that

the beginning of a domestic war of

recrimination and reprisal.

Friends and adversaries abroad were asking whether

.A me rica had Lost its nerve.

Finally, our economy was ravaged by inflation -- inflation

that was plunging us into the worst recession in 40 years.

Ours was a troubled Land •

.And so L975 was a year of hard decisions and difficult
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compromises.

It brought back a needed measure of common sense,

steadfastness and seLf-discipline.

instant but useLess cures.

.Americans did not panic or demand

In all sectors -- in Labor, in business,

and in government -- peopLe met their difficuLt problems with

restraint and responsibility worthy of their great heritage.

The

.American people deserve great credit for the way they bore up

under adversity.

Our progress in 1975 was encouraging:

The rate of inflation was cut nearly in half;

-- The deterioration in the economy was reversed, and

tw.o-thirds of the jobs lost in the recession have now been restored.

--.America has reassured both friend and foe that we

remain the strongest force for peace anywhere on earth.

-- .And we have begun to restore public confidence and

trust in our highest public offices.
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Yet Let us be honest: many Americans have not yet felt

these changes in their daily Lives.

They still see prices going up

too fast, and they still know the fear of unemployment.

being tested both here and abroad.

Our wiLL is

And millions of men and women still

feel frustrated -- frustrated that they cannot seem to get ahead,

frustrated that they do not seem to be masters of their own destiny.

Before prescribing what medicine we must take to cure

our troubles, I think it is essential that we all have a clear understanding

of what's gone wrong.

-- Why is it that the richest and most powerful nation on

earth now finds itself still caught in a vicious squeese of high

inflation and high unemployment?

-- How can a nation conceived in a struggle for Liberty

now find that the liberty of its citizens now seems

threatened~

.

'
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How?

Why?

I'm not sure any of us truly knows, but we

- 6 must search for the answers.
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But we forgot the sound principles that had guided us

through most of our history.

We wanted to accomplish great things

and solve age-old problems.

And we became overconfident of our

own abilities to change the human condition -- to act as a policeman

abroad and as a paternalistic father here at home.

We fell" into the trap

of believing that in a new age of abundance and advanced technology, we

could transform the country through massive government programs:

-- But often the programs did not work; too often,

they only made things worse.

--In our rush to accomplish great deeds quickly, we

trampled on sound principles of restraint, we weakened existing

institutions and voluntary organizations, and we endangered the

rights of individuals and sti,fled their initiative.

- 7 -- We unbalanced our economic system by the huge and

unprecendented growth of F~deral expenditure and Federal borrowing.

And we aggravated that evil by not being totally truthfuL with

ourselves about how much these programs would cost and how we

would pay for them.

-- Finally, we lost sight of the essentiaL task of

providing for the national defense.

Our armed forces

dwindled to the smallest size since the outbreak of the Korean

War, while the Soviets continued a massive buildup of arms.

I believe the time has now come for a fundamentally

different approach -- for a new realism that is true to the great

principles upon which this nation was founded.

I believe we must introduce a new balance to our economy --

a balance that favors not only sound, active government but also a much

more vigorous, healthier private section that can create new jobs and

\ ·.
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- 8 hold down prices.

I believe we must introduce a new balance in the

relationship between the individual and the Government --a balance

that favors greater individual freedom and self reliance.

I believe we must strike a new balance in our system of

Federalism -- a balance that favors greater responsibilty and

freedom for the leaders of our State and local governments.

I believe we must introduce a new balance between spending

on domestic programs and spending on defense -- a balance tl':at

ensures we fully meet our obligations to the needy while also

protecting our security in a world that is still hostile to freedom.

And in all that we do, I believe that we must be more

honest with the American people: promising them no more than

we can deliver, and delivering all that we pro.rnise, )

'
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have guided me in office over the past 17 months, and they will

guide me in the future.

In 1975, we saw that this fundamentally different. approach

will work --that it is a path to solid, sustainable progress.

1976 and in the years to come, we must push ahead.

Now in

There is

niuch to be done.

The single most important task before the Nation is to

restore the vitality of our economy.

We must cure the causes of

inflation so that prices will be steady.

.And we must create an

env·ironment in which more new jobs will be created -- enough

jobs so that every .American who wants to work can go to work.

These are my goals, and I am determined to meet them.

___

_....._

The key battlefront iR the war on inflation is the same in

1976 as in 1975: the Federal budget.

The only way to hold down

the cost of living is to hold down the cost of government.

No
' .
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government can spend more than it makes, year-in, year-out, without

reaching a point of financial collapse.

The tragic experience of New York

City this past year must not become a preview of our future as a

Nation.

Therefore, I am proposing a federal budget for the

next fiscal year that cuts the projected growth in government

spending by over SOo/o.

Unless this is done, the programs already

on the books would cost at least $423 billion in this 12 month

period.

1 will insist that we hold federal spending in this time

frame to $394.2 billion --a savings of almost $30 billion

for the American taxpayers.

By holding down the growth in federal spending, we

can afford additional tax cuts and return to the people who

pay taxes more decision making power over their own lives.

Last month I signed legislation to extend the 1975

-~~-· j
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tax reductions for the first six months of this year.

I now

propose that effective July 1, 1976, we give our taxpayers a

permanent annual tax cut of $28 billion -- approximately $10 billion

more than what Congress agreed to in December.

My broader tax reduction would mean that for a family

of four making $14, 000 a year ther will be $225 more in takehome

pay -- extra cash that can be vitally important to hard-working

.Americans caught in the middle.

The spending cuts and tax cuts I am propo ~g will

put us on the road to balancing the Federal budget within three

years.

.And if we stay on that road, it should be possible to enact

another major tax cut within three years •

.All .Americans must contribute to controlling inflation.

The Government must do its part:

-- by holding down spending;

''
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--by holding down the size of Federal deficits;

-- by encouraging greater competition in industry;

-- and by lowering the barriers to international trade.

I am committed to doing a~l of those things.

I ask tonight that

labor and management continue to join with me in this effort.

There are

many critical labor contracts to be renegotiated in 1976; in recent

years, admirable restraint has been shown in such negotiations.

I

urge the same sense of responsibility of and recognition of the

Nation's interest during the coming year.

If we are to fulfill our promise as a Nation, it is equally

vital that there be enough jobs.

My tax and spending plan -- a

plan that leaves far more money in private hands where it can do the

most good --is the centerpiece of my effort to create new jobs.
But we can and must do more.

We must offer the American people

greater incentives to invest in the future -- to expand our supply of
housing, to build new plants and equipment, to modernize industry.

-12-

to expand our energy resources, and of greatest importance, to

accommodate a growing labor force.

Where the Government can help,

it must help.

-- I therefore propose that Congress enact changes in federal

tax laws that will speed up plant expansion and the purchase of new

equipment.

My recommendation will concentrate this job-creation

tax incentive in urban areas where the unemployment rate now runs

over 7%.

Legislation to get this started must be approved at the

earliest possible date.

-- I propose estate tax changes so that family businesses

and small farms can be kept in the family without having to be

sold to pay taxes when someone dies.

The family farm and family-owned

small business significantly strengthen our economy and give

stability to our society.
',

--When people buy homes of their own, they also invest in

America's future,

Within the strict budget total I will recommend

\.
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the corning year, I will ask for an additional $______ billion in

Federal help for new housing for lower and middle income

families.

We didn't meet our houdng goals in 1975.

But with

lower interest rates, and available mortgage money, we should

have a minimum of 1-1/2 million new housing starts in 1976.

--When American workers are also American investors,

they profit both ways.

Production rises and prices go down.

I propose tax changes to encourage lower and middle income

people to invest in America's future through a plan that permits

them to deduct up to $1, 000 a year if they invest it in common stock

in American companies.

Fundamental to a growing economy and control of inflation

is control over the most basic of all resources -- energy.

Twelve months ago the foreign oil embargo was fresh in

our mind and the energy outlook was bleak.

Domestic production
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of oil and gas was declining.

Our dependence on foreign oil

at high fixed prices was increasing, draining dollars and jobs

away from our own economy at the rate of $100 per year for every

American.

Last month I signed a compromise national energy bill

which enacts a part of my Comprehensive Energy Independence

Program.

This legislation, late in coming, was not the best or the

most complete answer to reduce our vulnerability on foreign

oil.

But it is an important start in the right direction.

It

provides a foundation upon which we must now build.

I strongly urge the Congress to move ahead immediately

on the remainder of my energy proposals to make American

invulnerable to the foreign oil cartel.

We must proceed promptly to:

-- Reduce domestic natural gas shortages;

--Permit use of federally owned petroleum reserve oil;

.
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--Stimulate effective conservation;

-- Develop synthetic fuels from our vast coal resources;

-- Expedite clean and safe nuclear power production;

-- And create a new national Energy Independence Authority

to push experimental sources of energy from t e sun and earth

for this and futu,re generations.

Yet let us recognize this fundamental truth: just as

important as what we do in Washington is what we refuse to do •

As the elections draw near, there will be increasing

pressures for the Government to open the flood gates on spending

and then, in order to prevent a burst of inflation, impose new

controls on wages and prices.

schemes.

We must reject these starry-eyed

For too many ears, politicians have been trying to deceive

the American people into believing that we could spend our way

to prosperity.

There is no use trying to fool ourselves any longer.
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- 16 The damage inflicted upon our economic system over the past

10-15 years is sufficiently serious that it will take several

years to repair.

There is no quick-fix for us now, and anyone

who pretends otherwise is trying to mislead the American

people.

What we must do is face the future with a new sense

of realism.

If we do, and if we hold to a balanced, steady

course, we will slowly but surely rebuidl our economy.

That

must be our foremost goal tonight.

We must also reform our 6overnment in ways that will

strengthen State and local government and expand the freedoms

of individual Americans:

Last year I strongly recommended a five-year extension

of the existing revenue sharing legislation which thus far

has provided $

solve problems at home.

to help State and Local units of government

This program has been effective
...t
~-' /
·--:-~f

·-;,.........,·-·-~--~-/~:..~
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in taking power away from Washington and giving it back to States

and communities where it belongs.

I again urge prompt re-enactment

of revenue sharing.

Tonight I also propose to eliminate some 60 separate Federal

grant programs and substitute consolidated grants with federal dollars

to assist States, cities and local agencies in the important areas of

education, child nutrition, health care and social services.

In education alone, we have scores of separate programs,

each burdened by its own red tape.

We have had to spend more

time asking whether the needs of the Federal Government have been

met than whether the needs of our children are being met.

If the

Congress enacts my proposal to consolidate 27 programs into one

block program, State and local educators can concentrate their

attentions not on filling out Federal forms but in teaching children •

.And that would be true in my other proposals, too.

..

._

.-•;•'
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I also ask the Congress once again to free individual

.Americans and businesses, especially small businesses, from

the tyranny of massive Governmental regulation.

We are

wasting literally millions of work hours and billions of

consumer dollars because of excessive red tape.

The .American

farmer has already shown how much more can be produced by

lifting the shackles of Government control.

Now we need

reforms in other key areas of our economy -- banking, the

airlines, trucking and railroad.

I have proposed concrete

plans in each of these areas, and I urge swift Congressional

approval of these programs.

This .Administration will also strictly enforce the

Federal anti-trust laws in order to preserve true competition

in the private market.

We must not only deregulate much of the Government

b~ ..,.,.__.,,.,.,... .. · ·
~.,.

- 19 we must also de-mystify it.

I have therefore asked the

Treasury Department to report to me within the next twelve

months on steps that can be taken to simplify the United

States tax laws.

There is no excuse for the Government

sending out tax forms that defy the understanding of most

.A me ri cans •

While we must reform and restrain the Government in

coming years, I am not suggesting that we should recklessly

dismantle it.

of life.

.America

cannot return to a 19th century way

The national government must and will respond to

clear-cut national needs •

.As a generous and compassionate people, for example, we

must provide ample assistance to the poor, the elderly, the

disabled and others who need and deserve our help.

In"deed,

even in this period of budget austerity, I believe we must

uf,?/7;;
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STATE OF THE UNION MESSAGE
OF
PRESIDENT GERALD FORD
TO A JOINT SESSION OF THE CONGRESS
Mr.

Speaker, Mr. Vice President, Members of the 94th

Congress and distinguished guests;
As we begin our Bicentennial, America is still one of
recorded. history] Long before our fore-

the youngest

athers came to these shores, men and women had been struggling
on this planet to forge a better life

for themselves and their

families)

~n man's long upward march from savagery and slavery -throughout the nearly 2000 years of the Christian calendar, the
nearly 6000 years of Jewish reckoning -- there have been many deep,
terrifying valleys, but also many bright and towering peaks.
One peak stands hi best in the ran es of-human history.
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One example shines forth of a people seeking to produce abundance

I
and to share the good life fairly and justly. One Union holds out
the promise of freedom and opportunity for every citizen.
That union is the United States of America.

. -2- .

We know_perfection

found here.

We cannot see beyond a generation foror a minute how far we have come from

ave many branches.

We came from many
all Americans across the eight

Yet

rations that separate us.from
who know no other homeland and

the stirring deeds of 1776,

our shores, say in unison:

those who just found refu

and proud to be an American.

I am proud of A

Life

will be better here f r my children than for me.

I believe this

ecause I am told to believe it, but

has been better

e than it was for my father

children because my
make it happen.

my brains, my
And it has happened
It happened to you and

America.

-3-

My mai

I became

purpose as

f)vR..
Government
President,

-f"'~ JJ,.,.~~·~L~v

exists to create and preserve conditions in which ,.....people can
translate their ideals into practical reality.
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of times,

Hl\H:ll

ie

C t:J- tpl-e-1-~ly
lost in ~raJHle>eiel't....--But we try.
e;c,
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In the best

Sometime!Awe have tried a~d failed.

(T' AI

r e c ~,. '(' ~~ c--7~?'

We had the best of intentions.

But we forgot the sound

princiPles that had guided us through most of our history.
We wanted to accomplish great things and solve age-old problemd.
And we became overconfident of our own abilities to change the

human condition -- to act as a policeman abroad and as a

solicitous parent here at home.

We believed we could transform

the country through massive national programsl
-- But often the programs did not work;

too often,

they only made things worse.

.. j

'.

~'"~,

'-~--r
~.~.-."""_.,..<

-- In our rush to accomplish great deeds quickly, we
trampled on sound principles of restraint, we weakened existing
institutions and voluntary organizations, and we endangered the
rights of individuals and stifled their initiative.

-4We unbalanced our economic system by the huge and
unprecedented
borrowing.

growth of Federal expenditures and Federal

And we aggravated that evil by not being totally

truthful with ourselves about how much these programs would
cost and how we would pay for them.

sigi:t
for the national def

he outbreak of
massive buildup
I believe th~ time has now come for a fundamentally
different approach -- for a new realism that is true to the
great principles upon which this nation was founded.

I believe we must introduce a new balance to our economy -a balance that favors not only sound, active gqvernment but also

S' « c.-\ot ,.(

~)

a much more vigorous, healthier private k§%~ that can create
new jobs and hold down prices.

I believe we must introduce a new balance in the
relationship between the individual and the Government -- a

-5balance that favors greater individual freedom and self reliance.
I believe we must strike a new balance in our system
of Federalism -- a balance that favors greater responsibility
and freedom for the leaders of our State and local governments.
I believe we must introduce a new balance between
spending on domestic programs and spending on defense -- a
balance that ensures we fully meet our obligations to the needy
while also protecting our security in a world that is still
hostile to freedom.

And in all that we do,
honest~ikh

I believe that we must be more

the American people; promising them no more -than

we can ~eliver, and delivering all that we promise.
The genius of America has been its incredible ability
to improve the lives of its citizens through a unique combination of governmental and free citizen activity.
My main purpose as President is to make sure this
continues to happen.

-6History and experience tell us that moral progress comes

not in comfortable and complacent times, but out of trial and

confusion.

Tom Paine aroused the troubled Americans of

1776 to stand up to the times that try men's souls, because
the harder the conflict the more glorious the triumph.
Just a year ago I reported that the State of the Union

was not good.
Tonight I report that the State of our Union is better -in many ways a lot better -- but still not good enough.
To paraphrase Tom Paine, 1975 was not a year for summer

~oldiers

and sunshine patriots.

It was a year of fears and

alarms, of dire forecasts -- most of which never happened and
are not going to happen.
the year 1975 opened with rancor and
bitterness still lodged deeply in the nation's soul.

Political

misdeeds of the past had neither been forgotten nor forgiven.
The longest, most divisive war in our history was

... /

"',

··.,·,·~· •..,,..,~·/R

-7winding toward an unhappy conclusion,

Many feared that the end

of that foreign war of men and machines meant the beginning of
a domestic war of recrimination and reprisal.
Friends and adversaries abroad were asking whether

America had lost its nerve.
Finally, our economy was ravaged by inflation -- inflation
that was plunging us into the worst recession in 40 years.
At the same time, Americans became increasingly

alienated from all big institutions.

They

were steadily

ft lfl r>
losing con£ id ence n

,
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Ours was a troubled land.

«'.tl
And so 1975 was a year of hard decisions 1 \difficult
0 .. r

o ,:.

.,.~.,,;r DJ "' ~ _

a new realism that taught us something

important about America.
It brought bac,,k a needed measure of common sense,
steadfastness and self-discipline.
or demand instant but useless cures.

Americans did not panic
In all sectors people

I

-8-

met their difficult problems with restraint and

responsib~lity

worthy of their great heritage.
Add up the separate pieces of progress in 1975, subtract the setbacks, and the sum total shows that we are not
only beaded in the new direction I proposed 12 months ago, but
that it turned out to be the right direction.
Yet let us be honest: many Americans have not yet felt

..
1(,....

.

1 ~r

/

(

these changes in their daily lives.

~~

going up too fast,

Be. I

We.

4

They still ree prices

and they still know the fear of unemployment.
t'4!

,....

-

;v#-1 I V

~the right direction because it follows
/

revolutionary American concept of 1776 which

I

free society, the making of public policy

o ;;- o ,..,

.

h61ds~th~t

and~~cessful

I"" ,.~"1 r

solvingvrnvolve~much more

the truly
in a

JltODlPUt

~

than government.

It involves a full

partnership between all branches and levels of government,
private institutions and individual citizens.

Take the state of our economy.

-9Last_January most thing& were

rapidl~_getting

worse.

This January most things are slowly but surely getting
better.
The worst recession since World War II turned around in
y

April.

inflation of 12% or higher was cut almost in
half.

The worst -- unemployment remains way too high.
Today nearly 2 million more Americans are working than

/

at the bottom ·

of the recession.

At year's end people were

again being hired much faster than they were being laid off.
But we are a growing Nation.
every year.

We need more and more jobs

Today's.total employment of 85 1/2 million Americans

is an all time record, but we need a lot more jobs especially

/
for the young.
My economic

L__

ebjee~ivea

aFe

e~ecifie

and make sense. :)-

My first objective is to have sound economic growth
without inflation.
We all know from recent experience

what runaway inflation

-10-

does to ruin every other worthy purpose.

We are slowing it;

~ ~~+l~v:(h
we must

ste~

it cold.

In a growing economy -- an economy where prices are
stable and jobs are plentiful -- there is hope and individual
opportunity.

In a stagnant economy or a rapidly inflating

economy there is always hardship and despair.
we must regain our economic strength.

--

We can and

-11For many Americans the way to a healthy non-inflationary

economy has become increasingly apparentt the government must

-

stop spending so much and borrowing so much of our money; more
money must remain in priYate hands where it will do the most

good.

To hold down the cost of living, we must hold down the

cost of government.
In the past decade,

the Federal budget has been
percent every year.

at an average rate of

.. .;~

I am submitting Wednesday

growin~"Z

The budget

..... ~cuts thi~half.
I have kept my

promise to submit a budget for the next fiscal year of $395 billion;

in fact it is $394.2 billion.
I
By holding down the growth in Federal spending, we can

afford additional tax cuts and return to the people who pay

c:.

!7•T .. tl

taxes more deeisie»

Im&l.tiag

}18\TQX

over their own lives.

Last month I signed legislation to extend the 1975 tax.-.-.J'
/

reductions for the first six months of this year.

I now propose

that effective July 1, 1976, we give our taxpayers a tax cut of
approximately $10 billion more than Congress agreed to in December.

-12-

My broader tax reduction would mean that for a family
of four making $14,000 a year there will be _,_
$
take-home pay.

___

more in

Hard-working Amer~cans caught in the middle

/

~/

can really use that kind of extra cash.

My recommendations for a firm restraint on the growth
r-

of Federal spending and for great"er tax reduction are-,realistic.
...

'(---------------·---·

The formula is simple
~'straightforward.-

-

---

-·--/-

For every dollar b="

Fr•..,

cut~~the

dollar

growth in the Federal budget we can.ftaoe an adtl~

~eral

tax reduction'."

1
My goal of a balanced budget by 1979 is realistic if we
continue to reduce the growth of Federal spending ~y a~~lyiftg a
"/

~ourage

~
and a lot of cam;alsft sense to our <1ee±suns in 1976,

One te~t of a healthy ectinomy is a job for every American
who wants to work.

~~~~~

Government -- our kind of government -Vannot create tha-t/
many jobs.

But the Federal Government can create conditions and

incentives for private business and industry to make more and
more jobs, and that is what we must do emphatically and urgently.

-13jobs in

~,..../

av~

mean-real,

rewarding,

permanent jobs.

To achieve this we must offer the American people

greater incentives to invest in the future.
-~

I

therefore propose that Congress enact changes in

Federal tax laws that will speed up plant expansion and the

purchase of new equipment.

My recommendation will concentrate

~-- \

azr areas

f --·---

this job-creation tax incentive in fw: t
1...,__

ment rate now runs over 7 percent.

Legislation to get this

started must be approved at the earliest
Within the strict budget total I
coming year,

I

possible date.
will recommend for the

will ask for Federal assistance for the construction

of 500,000 additional homes •
/

where the unemploy-

/

.
~
opportunities~

This program will expand housing

construction aaa 'kelp house middle income And

C>

We did not meet

our~goals

in 1975.

But with lower interest

rates and available mortgage money, we can have a healthy recovery in

L
-14-

A necessary condition of a healthy economy is freedom

from the petty tyranny of massive government regulation.

We

are wasting literally millions of working hours costing billions

of consumers' dollars because of bureaucratic red tape.

The

American farmer who not only feeds 215 million Americans and
millions worldwide, has shown how much more he can produce

without the shackles of government control.
Now we need reforms in other key areas in our economy r--

l~~ S9M•{I ~.,,:,,_, ..., .... ct"the airlines, trucking, railroa~nd banking.

I

nave

concrete

plans in each of these
competition and to bring prices down for the

consumer.

1

;:T~h~i~s~A~d~mi" iln:Ci. si~t r:fai'Et;'" isor1lnrl!ftlwr-i-,--,-c--•
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inti-trust laws for the same

~~-

Taking a longer look at America's future there can be

neither sustained growth nor more jobs unless we continue to

have an assured supply of energy to run our economy.

Domestic

-15-

production of oil and gas is still declining.
A

Our dependence

(-/t {I C -lly_

on foreign oil at hig~fixed prices is still increasing,

I

draining dollars and jobs away from our own economy at the rate
of $100 per year for every American.
Last month I signed a compromise national energy bill
which enacts a part of my comprehensive energy independence
This legislation was late in coming, not the complete

program.

answer to energy independence but still a start in the right
direction.
~

again urge the Congress to move ahead immediately

on the remainder of my energy proposals to make America
invulnerable to the foreign oil cartel.

My proposals would:

Reduce domestic natural gas shortages;
Permit use of federally owned petroleum reserve oil;
Stimulate effective conservation, including revitalization of our railroad and urban transportation systems;
Develop synthetic fuels from our vast coal resources;

I -

i

'.

\~~'
'

-16Expedite clean and safe nuclear power production;
Create a new national Energy Independence Authority

to stimulate vital energy

inves~ment;

And accel~rate development of technology to capture
energy from the the sun and the earth for this and future

generations.
Also for the sake of future generations we must
preserve the family farm and family-owned small businesses.
Both strengthen America and give stability to our economy.
I will propose estate tax changes so that family
businesses and small farms can be handed down- from generation
to generation without having to be sold to pay taxes.

I propose tax chang

to encourage

/
//
/'

ica's future t~ugh a plan that permits

invest

.•

~iddl~

fme

families. (with

their emP-

to claik income tax dedu~tions if they

in commo'n/ stoc

in

1/
Americian companies.
.
.
When American workers are

liv-

restrain the Government in
coming years, I will not recklessly dismantle;it.
cannot return to a 19th century way of life.

Americans

The national

government must and will respond to clear-cut national needs.

c0ufi

Increasing health costs are of deep concern to all~and
a powerful force pushing up the cost of living.

Hospital and

medical services in America are among the world's best but in
extended and complex illnesses they can soon wipe out a family's
lifetime savings.

The burden of a catastrophic illness can be borne by
very few in our society.
every family.

We must eliminate this fear from
:,._--::
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}~/_,)
\

I

propose to provide catastrophic health insurance
~

for everybody covered by Medicare,

-

protecti&n,

finance t'h1s addea

fees for snort term care will go up somewhat,

0obod/ after reaching ·age

/will

but

have to pay more than

$500 a year for hospital or nursing home care nor more than
/

$250 for one year's doctors'

bi~ls.

-more-

-19Under the resources now available,

I propose to improve

the Medicare and other Federal health programs to help those
who really need more protection:

older people and the poor.

To

help States and local ~overnments give better health care to the
poor/I propose that we combine 16 existing Federal programs
including Medicaid into a single $10 billion

-

grant.

Funds would be divided among the States under a new
formula which provides the most Federal money

.u.nt ~e

the State§

.

(

1ncome

families.

will continue to improve the quality of medical and

I

· hospital care for those who have served in our armed forces.
All these priority health programs will actually result in lower
total cost to the taxpayers and focus on helping the people who

need it most.
,i!nlloging the ¥rineiple of putt1ng first

cannot

~a

JiB t

tc&i~y

af f ord&ee ere.lly

thin§s first,

a is1i a1ii eorl) nat ion,al

we

health

insurance providing full coverage for all 215 million Americans;!

a+ -rt..;r

i"~~~,
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-20The experience of other countries raises questions-9',
about
the
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quality as well as the cost of such plans.

But I do envision WA•k 1 4.
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the day when we may use the private health insurance system
to offer more middle income families high quality health services
at prices they can afford and shield them also from catastrophic

illnesses.
Our Federal social security system for people who have
worked hard and contributed to it all their lives is a part

of our economic system.

Its value is no longer debatable.

But I am concerned about the integrity of our social
security trust· fund that enables people -- those retired and
those still working who will retire -~ to count on this source

of retirement income.

Younger workers watch their deductions

rise and wonder if they will be adequately protected in the

future.
We must meet this challenge head-on.

In my budget for

fiscal year 1977 I am recommending that the full cost of living
increase i'ft social security b,eaefdtS= be paid during the coming

.J

year.

-21-

At the

same~

time simple--arithmetic warns all of us that-.
/

the social security trust fund is headed for trouble.

Unless

we act soon to make sure the fund takes in as much as it pays
out, there will be no security for old or young.
I must therefore recommend a 3/10 of oneper.cent increase
in both employer and employee social security taxes effective

January 1, 1977.

This will cost each covered employee less than

an extra $1 a week and will ensure the integrity of the trust

As we rebuild our economy, we have a continuing responsibility to provide a temporary cushion to the unemployed.
my request,

At

the Congress enacted two extensions and expansions

in unemployment insurance which helped those who were jobless

during 1975.

These programs will continue in 1976.

In my fiscal 1977 budget, I am also requesting funds to
continue proven job training and employment opportunity-programs
for millions of other Americans.

..·. I

-zz..:..
Compassion and a sense of community -- two of America's
greatest strengths throughout our history -- tell us we must take
care of our neighbors who cannot take care of themselves.

The

host of Federal programs in this field reflect our goodness and
generosity as a people.
Everyone realizes that government at all levels
doing the job well.

~s

not

Looking realistically at our welfare pro-

--

grams,
- -·-· many programs are both inequitable and invite abuse.

~.-~·-·-

·~'

Worse, we are wasting badly needed resources without reaching
many of the truly needy.

tfie whole Federal

involvement

hi

Complex welfare programs cannot be reformed overnight.
Surely we cannot simply dump welfare in the laps of State and

.

local taxpayers or private charities and walk away from 1t.
Nor is it the right time for massive and sweeping changes
.
while we are st1ll

~(//
.
from
fecession•
.
recover1ng~
Here are st1ll
plenty of

improvements we can make.

!4 :;

-23I will ask Congress for Presidential authority to tighten
up rules for eligibility and benefits.

Last year I twice sought long-overdue reform of the scandalridd~ed

food stamp program.

This year I say again:

food stamps to those most in need.

Let's give

Let's not give any to those

who don't need them.

.
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Protecting -the life and property of the citizen at home
is the responsibility of all public officials but is primarily
/

the job of local and State law enforcement authorities.

·-

-24Eight

genera~ions

of Americans have found the very thought

offFederal police force repugnant and so do I.

Yet there are

proper ways in which we can help to ensure domestic tranquility
as the Constitution charges us.
· My common sense conclusions on how to control violent
crime were submitted to the Con&ress last June with strong
emphasis on protecting the innocent victims of crime.
The way to keep a criminal from committing more crimes
is· to lock him up so he cannot harm law abiding citizens.

The

way to cut down violent crimes committed with guns is not to take
guns away-=from everybody but to toughen the penalties for crimes

l

~

in which guns are used, make it harder to obtain cheap guns for

\ criminal purposes, and concentrate gun control enforcement in
crime areas.

~r

~{

Another

m~jor

threat to every American's person and

perty is the criminal carrying a handgun.

pr~-

My budget recommends

500 additional Federal agents in the 11 largest metropolitan
high crime areas to help local authorities stop criminals from

-25A major cause of the increase of crime today is the sale
of hard drugs.

Here the Federal responsibility is plain.

I have directed all agencies of the Federal government to
step up the war

agains~

the big drug traffickers and dealers who

sell hard drugs and attract young people to them.
I recommended months ago.that the Congress enact mandatory
fixed sentences for persons committing Federal crimes of violence
~

or selling hard drugs.
As President I have talked personally with-the leaders
of Mexico, ColOmbia, and Turkey to urge greater efforts by their
governments to control effectively the production and trafficking
in hard drugs.
To make justice more swift and certain for those arrested
for crimes, I propose an increase this year in

~.s.

Attorneys

prosecuting Federal crimes and reinforcement of the number of
U.S. Marshals.

-26Additional Federal judges are needed as I proposed last
year.

This

legislati~n

recommended by the Judicial Conference

should be promptly enacted.
Some judges won't send convicted criminals to jail because
of poor prison conditions.

To alleviate this problem at the

Federal level my new budget proposes the construction of four
new Federal facilities.
I will propose in the new budget that we continue to
assist State and local law enforcement
safety and property of all citizens.

offic~rs

to protect the

They are the front-line

-

fighters in the war against crime.
It is unrealistic and misleading to hold out the hope that
the Federal Government can move in to every neighborhood and clean
up crime.

But I do pledge to crack down on every illegality that

falls within the President's duty to faithfully execute the laws.
We must protect the victims of crime and ensure domestic tranquility.

-27Last year I strongly recommended a five-year extension
of the

e~isting

revenue sharing legislation which thus far has

provided $______t_~_h_'=.lP State and local units of government
solve problems at home.

This program has been effective with

decision making transferred from the Federal government to locally
elected officials.

Congress must act this year or State and

local units of government will have to drop programs or raise
local taxes.
Including my health care reforms, I propose to consolidate

I

some

separate Federal programs and provide flexible Federal

f

!

dollar grants to help States, cities and local agencies in such

vJ

important areas of education, child nutrition, and social services.

I

This flexible system does the job better and does it closer to
home.
It just·makes common sense for schools to concentrate on
·----·-·-··
teaching children}instead Qf filling out forms.
What do people really want from their government?

-28They want government first to protect them and help them

when they !eally need protection and help.
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Beyond that,

they want

government to let them alone.
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Together, we have a duty to do all we can to protect all
Americans in the enjoyment of their Constitutional rights and

liberties;
To protect the treasures of nature for their sons and

daughters;
And above all else to protect their lives,

their safety,

and their personal possessions from all enemies, foreign and

domestic.
The protection of the lives and property of Americans from
foreign enemies is the primary responsibility of the President
and Commander in Chief of the armed forces.
Our foreig~olicy supports this ultimate obligation of
government and so, in an ever more crucial way, do our intelli-

gence services.

These are grave responsibilities.

But they can be carried

out -- like my other objectives -- according to the common sense
principles of first things first and not trying to do more than

we have the means to do successfully.
Since I became President I have concentrated on strengthening
our alliances -- economic as well as military -- with the industrial
nations of NATO and Japan and in seeking to defuse the time bomb

in the Middle East.
We are heading in the right direction in all these key
areas and I will continue on the same steady course in 1976.
The threat of major war has been reduced, negotiations for nuclear
arms limitations continue, the prospects for peace are much better
than a year ago,

and confidence in America's decisiveness and

willpower has been restored.
We are -- and continue to be -- the world's greatest

democracy.

We will be worthy of our past.

We will remain the

beacon light to which oppressed people everywhere look for hope.

-30Our enemies are not our own people but those abroad who
seek to enslave mankind.
States of America,

As long as there is a strong United

they will never succeed.

That is basic

common sense.
Let us stop self-destruction here at home.
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Hatred and

'(
\

strife can only weaken the United States and promote those who

\\

\would crush freedom throughout the world.

I
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I will continue a foreign policy that pursues America's
highest ideals

-- a secure, just, and peaceful world.

I pledge

to the Congress a full process of consultation befitting the
equality of our two branches.
Let us work together.

The United States can no longer

afford disruption or disunity in the conduct of our foreigQ
affairs.

.No matter who is elected Presidentthis

United States of America

year,

must remain strong and defend the peace.

My Administration, or any future Administration, bears this
solemn responsibility.

If our military forces are not sufficient

to wage war, they will certainly not be adequate to ensure peace.

-------------- -31The crippling of our intelligence capacities vastly increases
the danger of American involvement in war. · Our adversaries are encouraged to undertake new and dangerous adventures, while our own
ability for limited response is undermined.

It is absolutely

vital that we have a strong and effective intelligence service.
If we destroy the effectiyeness of our intelligence forces,
we will stand blindfolded and helpless in a world that is still
too dangerous.

In the near future I will submit to the Congress

1/ .

~' , ; \

a comprehensive set of proposals to reform and strengthen our

~~~telligence
,. y

:J

community.

Do we now face

<1

futur-e--in which we can-.no longer help

our friends -- even in limited and carefully monitored ways
because of events of a different decade, in a different part of

J/

the world?

Is it not plain

C~!ll-~ense

to be

- ~_ble

to influence

developments abroad by means that fall midway between diplomacy
and all-out war?

I see the state and survival of the Union in

--

its third century hanging on our common sense answers to th es e
.....

questions of today.

-32\

And I have no doubt that our Union \V"ill endure-- better,
stronger and with more individual freedom.
dimly
a generation

Like our

that if we

meet the challenges of
and conviction

-- one year,

a common sense of purpose
true

ideals

can know that the

I

see America today crossing a threshhold, not just because

it is our Bicentennial, but because we have been tested in adversity
and taken_ a new look at what we want to be and what we want our
nation to become.
I

see America resurgent, certain once again that life will

be better for our children than it is
that cannot he C0 Ptaui ill mega torrs arrd tltries tIt a: c e an rr o t •t> e ·
11
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eroded by ~nflation.
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I see these United States of America, moving forward

A8

eeefore toward a more perfect Union where a government serves

and the people rule.

,-

We will not make this h ppen by making speeches,

good or

\

'

bad,

yours, or mine,

but by Hard work and hard decisions made

, with courage and common sense.

J~--

I

words I

\\
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have heard many

Presidential speeches, but the

remember best were w rds spoken by Dwight D. Eisenhower.
"America is not goo

is great," the Presidedt
f
f

said.

'
"America is great bfcause
it is good."

I

President Eisenhow1r was raised in a poor but religious

!

home in the heart of

Amer~ca.

His simple words echoed President

1:

r

Lincoln's eloquent testamelnt that "right makes might."

And

\',.
I

Lincoln's in turn evok~d tbe silent image of_George Washington
I·

I

kneeling in prayer at VallfY Forge.

I
So all these magic uiemories,
which link eight generations
1\
'[I·
\I

of Americans, are summed u~\ in the inscription just above me.
'i'I
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il

en it?

How many times have we
Let us engrave it now

i~

-- "In God We Trust."

each of our hearts as we begin

I
"

our Bicentennial.
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GOLDWIN 1 S suggested text on

CRIME AND DRUGS

My recommendations on how to control violent

crilne were submitted to the Congress last June with strong

emphasis on protecting· the innocent victims of crime.

The way to keep a convicted criminal from committing
....::

more crimes is to put him in prison so he cannot harm more law-

abiding citizens.

Too often criminals are not sent to prison after

conviction but are allowed to return to the streets.

Some judges are reluctant to send convicted

criminals to prison because of the poor prison conditions.

.

To

alleviate this problem at the federal level, mY new~ budget proposes
.._.

the construction of four new federal facilities.

To make justice more swift and certain for those

arrested for federal crimes, I propose an increase this year in

2

U. S. Attorneys prosecuting federal crimes and reinforcement of

the number of U. S. Marshals.

Additional federal judges are needed, as I proposed

last year.

This legislation recommended by the Judicial Conference

. should be promptly enacted.

•"'

Another major threat to every American's person

and property is the criminal carrying a handgun.:

The way to cut

down on the criminal use of guns is not to take guns away from

everybody but to impose mandatory sentences for crimes in which

a gun is u s.ed, make it harder to obtain cheap guns for criminal

purposes, and concentrate gun control enforcement in high crime

areas.

My budget recommends 500 additional federal

agents in the 11 largest metropolitan high crime areas to help
'

local authorities stop criminals from selling and using handguns.

;

./
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The sale of hard drugs is on the increase again

and I have directed all agencies of the federal government to step up

enforcement efforts against drug traffickers and dealers.

drugs are an unspeakable curse .

destroy the body of their users.

Hard

They degrade the spirit as they

•
Here
the federal responsibility is·

plain.

I recommended months ago that the Congress enact

mandatory fixed sentences for persons convicted of federal crimes

involving selling hard drugs.

As President I have talked personally with the

__ le~ders of Mexico, Colombia, and Turkey to urge greater efforts

--

"
by their governments to control effectively the production
and

trafficking in hard drugs.

It is unrealistic and misleading to hold out the

hope that the Federal government can move in to every neighborhood

•

4

and clean up crime.

Under the Constitution, the greatest responsi-

bility for curbing crime lies with State and local authorities, but there

are definite ways in which the federal government can help them.

They,

,

after all, are the ones on the firing line in the struggle against crime.

I will propose in the new budget that the Congress

authorize almost $7 billion over the next five years to assist State

and local governme,nts to protect the safety and property of all citizens.

As President 1 pledge the strict enforcement of

federal laws and -- by example, support, and leadership -- to

-help State and local authorities

enforce their laws.

Together

we must protect the victims of crime and ensure dom~stic tranquility.

